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We present a general scheme for synthesizing a spatially periodic magnetic field, or a magnetic
lattice (ML), for ultracold atoms using pulsed gradient magnetic fields. Both the period and the
depth of the artificial ML can be tuned, immune to atomic spontaneous emission often encountered
in optical lattices. The effective Hamiltonian for our 2-dimensional ML has not been discussed
previously in condensed matter physics. Its band structures show interesting features which can
support topologically nontrivial phases. The technical requirements for implementing our protocol
are readily available in today’s cold atom experiments. Realization of our proposal will significantly
expand the repertoire for quantum simulation with ultracold atoms.
PACS numbers: 67.85.Jk, 03.75.Mn, 03.75.Ss, 37.10.Jk
Optical lattice (OL) is a highly controllable environ-
ment where many body physics can be studied with ul-
tracold atoms [1, 2]. Additionally, atoms in OL promise
exciting opportunities in quantum information science
[3–5]. Many lattice geometries have been realized ex-
perimentally, from 3-dimensional (3D) cubic lattices [6]
to honeycomb lattices [7] and kagome lattices [8]. With
spin-dependent OLs, atomic internal degrees of freedom
such as its spin or pseudo-spin, are coupled to its spa-
tial degrees of freedom. This can give rise to interesting
phenomena [9–18], absent in spin-independent lattices.
For example, attractive Fermi gases in one-dimensional
(1D) lattices support three-body bound states with only
two-body interactions when the tunneling rates are spin-
dependent [19]. In 3-dimension, recent theoretical studies
predict a exotic state with the coexistence of superfluid
and normal components [20]. For bosons, recent exper-
iments reveal a new phase in spin-dependent OLs, with
one spin component Mott-insulating and the other su-
perfluid. The superfluid to Mott-insulating transition is
modulated by their mutual interactions [21].
A topical area of intense research interest in ultracold
atoms concerns synthetic gauge fields [22]. Several theo-
retical studies have proposed ideas to synthesize artificial
gauge potentials for atoms (with hyperfine spin F ) in OL
systems [23–27], many starting with simple forms ∝ Fz
or spin-dependent lattices and periodically driving the
systems [28–30]. Some of the ideas are realized in re-
cent experiments [31, 32]. They emulate atomic interac-
tions with synthetic magnetic fields or spin-orbit coupling
(SOC). Additional interactions are therefore required to
flip atomic spins in order to broaden the scope of quan-
tum simulations. More general spin-dependent lattices
and artificial gauge fields can support exotic quantum
phases[33–37]. For example, W. Hofstetter et al. [33]
find fermionic systems exhibit quantum phases such as
topological and normal insulator, metal, or semi-metal,
all with two or more Dirac cones even in the absence of
atomic interactions when a staggered potential is added
to an artificial Rashba-type SOC. In the presence of
strong atomic interactions, semi-metal to antiferromag-
netic insulator transition can occur.
Spin-dependent OL can be readily generated by light
shifts with spin-dependent modulations [38], as in the fa-
miliar lin-θ-lin setup [12, 39]. 1D effective Zeeman lattice
can be produced by combining a radio-frequency (RF)
magnetic field with Raman laser fields [40]. However, due
to the same scaling with laser intensity and detuning, the
ratio of spontaneous emission rate to the spin dependent
lattice depth is determined by the ratio of atomic nat-
ural linewidth to its excite state fine structure splitting.
The resulting spin dependent lattice depth thus will be
small in order to suppress spontaneous emission [41–43].
Furthermore, the ideas based on light-atom interaction
are limited by the laser wavelength, which make the spa-
tial periods of the resulting OLs difficult to tune. Larger
spacing spin dependent lattice potentials can be realized
through microfabricated wires or permanent magnet ar-
rays on an atom chip [44–46].
This work presents a different approach for synthesiz-
ing a spatially periodic magnetic field or a magnetic lat-
tice (ML) using pulsed gradient magnetic fields. It can be
understood in terms of spatial dependent spin rotations,
which couple atomic internal degrees of freedom with its
spatial/orbital degrees of freedom. While sharing some
features with the earlier mechanism for SOC [47] and an
analogous scheme using zero average modulated gradient
magnetic fields [48], the present idea opens the door to-
wards a class of synthesized ML not previously explored.
It can be implemented by introducing a bias magnetic
field to the free evolution part of the SOC protocol [47].
The ML lattice constant is tunable and can overcome
the laser wavelength limit. Furthermore, the scheme we
present can be generalized in a straightforward manner
to more than one spatial dimension.
This Letter is organized as follows. First, our idea
for synthesizing a ML with a bias magnetic field dur-
ing the free evolution period of the SOC protocol [47]
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FIG. 1: (a) A single period of our protocol starting with free
evolution in a bias field (in black dashed line) sandwiched in
between a x-gradient pulse pair (in blue solid lines), followed
by an analogous y-gradient pulse pair (in red solid lines).
The opposite pulse pair affects unitary transformations as
displayed inside the rectangular box; (b) Spatial dependent
spin rotations are illustrated for atoms located along the x-
axis. Each row refers to a different temporal instant marked
in (a): (i) [(iii)] at the first [second] x-gradient pulse, affects
clockwise [counter-clockwise] spin rotations around the x-axis,
while free evolution in the z-bias field is shown in (ii). In (i),
(ii), and (iii), green, red, and blue arrows denote respectively
the initial, the final spin directions, and the local magnetic
fields. The last row shows the synthesized ML (blue arrows),
which is equivalent to have spins rotated from the initial di-
rections (green arrows) to the final directions (red arrows).
The envelope for the ML is outlined in thick blue line.
is introduced. The dynamics governed by the synthe-
sized Hamiltonian are analyzed and numerically simu-
lated, which support our claim that the protocol we
present is valid and effective. The band structures for our
ML are then computed. We discuss conditions and sig-
natures for experimentally synthesizing and testing our
ML. Finally we summarize and discuss several potential
experimental challenges for implementing our idea.
Our idea for generating a 2-dimentional (2D) ML can
be most easily appreciated in comparison to the earlier
SOC protocol using gradient magnetic field pulses [47].
As is illustrated in Fig. 1(a) for one period, the first
(second) half is composed of free evolution in a uniform
magnetic field B0zˆ, sandwiched in between two short x-
(y-) gradient magnetic field pulses B′xxˆ (B′yyˆ) with op-
posite amplitudes. B′ denotes the averaged first order
spatial derivative, or the spatial gradient, of the mag-
netic field. δt′ denotes the duration of each pulse, which
is assumed small and the same for all pulses, while δt is
the duration between the two pulses. T/2 = δt is half
the period. Extending the SOC protocol [47], a nonzero
bias magnetic field along z-direction gives rise to the 2D
ML.
The dynamics from the first pulse are simple, with
its evolution operator given approximately by Ux(δt
′) =
exp(−igFµBB
′
xFxδt
′
/~), only due to the averaged Zee-
man term gFµBB
′
xFx, which is assumed to overwhelm
all other interactions. µB is the Bohr magneton. gF is
the Lande g-factor for the F = 1 ground state Zeeman
manifold considered. Fx,y,z denotes the x-, y-, and z-
component of ~F . The pair of x-gradient pulses give
Ux(T/2, 0) = Ux(δt
′) exp(−iH0δt/~)U
†
x(δt
′)
= exp(−iH
(x)
eff δt/~), (1)
which transforms the free evolution Hamiltonian H0 =
~
2k2/(2m) + ~ω0Fz into a SOC plus a ML
H
(x)
eff =
~
2
2m
[
(kx − ksoFx)
2 + k2y
]
+
~ω0
[
cos(ksox)Fz + sin(ksox)Fy
]
, (2)
where ω0 = gFµBB0/~ is the Larmor frequency at
B0. The first line of Eq. (2) corresponds to SOC
[47], whose strength is given by the momentum impulse
~kso = gFµBB
′
δt
′
from the gradient pulse [47]. The sec-
ond line corresponds to a ML ∝ sin(ksox)yˆ + cos(ksox)zˆ
with wave vector kso as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Follow
up with a pair of y-gradient pulses as shown in Fig. 1(a),
we end up with the two dimensional (2D) version
U2D(T, 0) = Uy(T, T/2)Ux(T/2, 0) ≈ exp(−iH
(2D)
eff T/~),
with
H
(2D)
eff =
~
2
2m
(kx −
1
2
ksoFx)
2 +
~
2k2so
8m
F 2x +
~
2
2m
(ky −
1
2
ksoFy)
2 +
~
2k2so
8m
F 2y +
1
2
~ω0[Fz cos (ksox) + Fy sin (ksox)] +
1
2
~ω0[Fz cos (ksoy)− Fx sin (ksoy)], (3)
provided the effective action from each cycle is small
such that we can use Trotter expansion to the first or-
der and combine the non-commuting x- and y-dependent
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FIG. 2: (a) Internal state dependent lattice potentials for
atoms in the 2D ML; (b) A 1D cut along the dashed line in
(a). The blue and red lines denote MF = 1 and −1 states,
respectively. The magnetic field insensitive MF = 0 state is
denoted by the straight black line.
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FIG. 3: Single particle energy spectrum (in units of ~ωR)
for the lowest four bands, plotted for a contour in the first
Brillouin zone, as shown by the (red square) insert, connecting
reciprocal momentum points along Γ → M → X → Γ. (a)
At ~ω0 = 8~ωR, the band minima of the lowest band is at
M point. The band touching points are not accidental as
they exist for a wide range of lattice depth. (b) The band
degeneracy is broken in the presence of a Zeeman term (B =
0.1~ωR used here).
terms into the same exponent. ~2k2so(F
2
x + F
2
y )/8m acts
like a quadratic Zeeman shift. The leading order cor-
rection to the time evolution operator for the 2D ML is
δU
(1)
2D (T, 0) ≈ max(ω
2
0 , ω
2
R)O(δt
2) assuming kx, ky . kso,
where ωR = ~k
2
so/2m. When the Trotter expansion fails,
one can simply reduce free evolution time and build up
the action through repeated pulse cycles [47]. More de-
tails can be found in the supplemental material. The syn-
thesized ~B(x, y)=B0[− sin(ksoy), sin(ksox), cos(ksox) +
cos(ksoy)]/2 in our 2D ML H
(2D)
eff gives the following
eigenvalues (| ~B|, 0,−| ~B|), as shown in Fig. 2(a). Its typ-
ical band structure is shown in Fig. 3(a), which is similar
to lattice models employed for p-orbital physics [49], and
is different from usual OLs. The lowest two bands touch
at Γ (Kx = 0,Ky = 0) and X point (kso/2, 0) points.
The third and fourth bands touch atM (kso/2, kso/2) and
X points. The band touching points are robust against
tuning of lattice depth. The degeneracy can be broken
leading to a gap if a Zeeman term (∝ BFz) is added to
Eq. (3) as shown in Fig. 3(b).
Figure 4 compares a sampling of numerical simula-
tions based on Gross-Pitaevskii equation. For a fixed
FIG. 4: The left, middle, and right columns respectively refer
to atomic internal states |F = 1,MF 〉 for
87Rb with MF = 1,
0, and −1. Results from the actual dynamics are shown in the
top 3 rows, going down respectively for δt = 50, 10, and 2.5
µs. The last row comes from the effective dynamics. T = 100
µs, B0 = 10 mGauss or ω0 = (2pi)7.024 kHz. The gradient
pulses are the same with B′ = 1000 Gauss/cm and δt′ = 1
µs, which gives kso = 0.44 µm
−1, and ωR = (2pi)11.23 Hz.
The regions displayed correspond to −15ah < x, y < 15ah,
with ah =
√
~/mω the length scale for an isotropic harmonic
oscillator ωx = ωy = ω = (2pi)30 Hz.
evolution time T , actual dynamics are propagated using
1, 5, and 20 pulses as shown in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
row respectively. With increasing numbers of pulse cy-
cles, atomic density distributions converge towards that
from the effective dynamics by H
(2D)
eff , which are shown
in the last row. We find that the required error bounds
δU
(1)
2D (T, 0) ≤ max(ω
2
0 , ω
2
R)δt
2 are always satisfied when
δt becomes sufficiently short. Extensive simulations show
that our idea is effective and efficient. This conclusion is
also supported by the analytic derivation of the effective
interaction above, where all approximations used are rea-
sonable under most circumstances.
The ML we synthesize can be straightforwardly de-
tected making use of lattice induced atomic diffractions
as we illustrate in detail in the supplemental material for
the 1D case. Both the SOC strength kso, or the recip-
rocal vector of the ML, and the ML depth ~ω0 can be
independently tuned in our protocol. In the optical Ra-
man scheme [40, 50], kso is limited to two photon recoil
4momentum. In our protocol, it is replaced by the mo-
mentum impulse from a single gradient pulse, provided
the kinetic energy term during the gradient pulse can be
neglected when ωRδt
′
≪ 1, (see supplemental material).
To achieve kso = 1 (kL) ∼ 8 µm
−1 (for a typical laser
wavelength λL = 804 nm [50]), the validity of our pro-
posal requires δt
′
≪ 40 µs and B
′
≫ 427 Gauss/cm.
These conditions are already available in atom chip ex-
periments with pulses as short as 5 µs at a gradient of
3.4 kGauss/cm [51]. One can even go beyond kso ∼ kL.
For kso = 4kL ∼ 32 µm
−1, δt
′
≪ 2.5 µs is required if
B
′
≫ 27.3 kGauss/cm can be generated. Such a short
and high gradient pulse is of course an experimental chal-
lenge. Nevertheless it is available in the state of art NMR
experiments (1.4 µs and 53.4 kGauss/cm) [52], and is
perhaps also realizable with improved atom chips (0.5 µs
and 170 kGauss/cm) [51] using thin wires and tiny cur-
rent loops. An unwelcomed drawback of using such high
gradient magnetic field is due to quadratic Zeeman shift,
which compromises energy level symmetry and reduces a
spin F atomic system to a two-level or spin 1/2 system. It
is interesting to point out that our protocol for synthesiz-
ing 1D ML can be alternatively viewed as a Ramsey like
interferometer [53] with pulsed gradient magnetic fields
acting as spatial dependent oscillating fields. The popu-
lation oscillations discussed in the supplemental material
are simply the interference signals. In this sense, our pro-
tocol for 1D ML also resembles the work of field gradient
beam splitter (FGBS) [51].
The interaction terms ∝ Fx, Fy of our ML couple spa-
tial diffraction with atomic spin flips, thus it can also be
viewed as a particular type of SOC. However, when re-
duced to 1D, the diffraction orders of our ML becomes
finite, constrained by the finite spin, rather than being
infinite as for the usual spin dependent lattices ∝ Fz.
When spin flip pulses or additional free evolution pe-
riods are introduced between successive 1D ML pulse
pairs, the Fy terms can be compensated for. This will
effectively reduce our ML in 1D to the usual ∝ Fz type
lattice with broken continuous translation symmetry, al-
lowing for spatial diffraction to infinite orders. The 2D
ML synthesized with our protocol always breaks contin-
uous translation symmetry, thus is capable of infinite or-
der spatial diffraction by itself. It encompasses the com-
bined effects of a usual spin dependent lattice and SOC.
Although the band structure we show earlier is topolog-
ically trivial, several variants of Eq. (3), generated by
other pulse sequences, indeed display nontrivial topolog-
ical band structure, which will be further explored and
published elsewhere. To our knowledge, this type of 2D
ML has not been discussed in solid state materials.
Before conclusion, we discuss two experimental in-
sights regarding the feasibility of realizing our ML proto-
col within the limits of current experimental capabilities.
First, Our protocol makes use of gradient magnetic fields
such as B′xxˆ to enact spatial dependent spin rotations.
Such magnetic fields, however, cannot simply exist be-
cause the divergences and curls of magnetic fields vanish
in free space. In actual experiments, the gradient field
direction is slaved to the direction of the large bias field
Bx0, as in selecting the x-gradient from the 3D quadruple
field (B′x+Bx0)xˆ+B
′yyˆ− 2B′zzˆ [54]. One can also use
a gradient RF magnetic field with a strong bias field to
serve as gradient magnetic field [48]. Second, the x- (y-)
direction gradient field pulses must be turned on and off
abruptly as otherwise atomic spins will adiabatically fol-
low the time dependent magnetic field. Experimentally
the temporal rate of changing magnetic field is limited
by the coil inductances and by eddy currents. Small coils
boosted by high voltage power supplies can help produce
rapid changing magnetic fields. The eddy current effects
can be measured and compensated for by pre-emphasis
current driving as widely employed in pulsed field gradi-
ents NMR experiments [55]. Instead of flipping the direc-
tion of the gradient magnetic field, we can alternatively
flip the direction of atomic spin through rf coupling [56]
or motion insensitive Raman transitions.
In conclusion, we propose an idea for generating a ML
using pulsed gradient magnetic fields. The spatial depen-
dent spin rotations from the gradient fields couple atomic
internal states with its spatial motion, effectively synthe-
sizing a ML. Both the lattice constant and its depth are
tunable experimentally and can overcome the laser wave-
length limit encountered in optical schemes. By apply-
ing x- and y-gradient fields successively and with suffi-
ciently short free evolution times, the 1D ML protocol
discussed above can be extended to realize a 2D ML.
Atomic diffractions from the 1D ML give rise to popula-
tion oscillations among spin-momentum states, which are
easily observable and can falsify the synthesized ML. Fi-
nally, we discuss experimental approaches for implement-
ing our protocols in today’s cold atom experiments. The
protocol we propose can be applied to both bosonic and
fermionic atoms. The band structures of the synthetic
ML display desirable features of interest to topological
quantum matter research.
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I. THE VALIDITY CONDITIONS FOR THE EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN
In the main text, the effective two dimensional magnetic lattice Hamiltonian is derived by employing two approxi-
mations. First, the Zeeman term ksoxFx is assumed to overwhelm all other interactions during the gradient magnetic
field pulse, and second, higher order terms are neglected when non-commuting exponents A and B are combined
into the same exponent according to eAδteBδt ≃ e(A+B)δt. This section provides the validity conditions for these two
approximations by making use of the Trotter expansion to the first order,
eAδteBδt ≃ e(A+B)δte[A,B]δt
2/2. (1)
A. The condition for neglecting atomic motion during the gradient pulse
Taking into account the atomic motion during the gradient magnetic pulse, the lowest order Trotter expansion for
the single gradient pulse evolution operator is found to be
Ux(δt
′) = exp
{
iksoxFx − i
~kx
2
2m
δt′
}
≈ exp
{
i
~kso
2m
kxFxδt
′
}
exp
{
−i
~kx
2
2m
δt′
}
exp {iksoxFx}
= exp {iωRδt
′(kx/kso)Fx} exp
{
−iωRδt
′(kx/kso)
2
}
exp {iksoxFx} . (2)
The last factor is the spatial dependent spin rotation discussed in the main text, while the deviations of the first
two multiplying from unity accounts for the error due to the neglect of atomic motion during the gradient magnetic
field pulse. The first factor denotes an ‘extra’ spin rotation caused by atomic motion, which can be safely neglected
provided
ωRδt
′
≪ 1, (3)
assuming kx, ky . kso. For ultracold atoms at tens or hundreds of nK considered in this study, kx, ky . kso is always
satisfied as it is simply equal to the statement of well below the recoil limit temperature, if we take a more typical
momentum impulse of kso = 1 (kL) The neglect of atomic motion during the gradient pulse can be well satisfied as we
illustrate in Fig. S1, which compares density distributions from the effective Hamiltonian (in the first column) with
that from the dynamics of the discussed pulse sequence ωRδt
′
= 0.01, 0.1, and 1 (in the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th column,
from left to right). We see as ωRδt
′
becomes smaller, the approximation becomes better, and the atomic density
distributions uniformly converge towards that from the effective dynamics.
B. The condition for achieving the 2D magnetic lattice
We now proceed to investigate the condition for the second approximation. According to our protocol developed
in the main text, we set
A =
~
2m
[
(kx − ksoFx)
2
+ ky
2
]
+ ω0 [Fz cos (ksox) + Fy sin (ksox)] ,
B =
~
2m
[
(ky − ksoFy)
2 + kx
2
]
+ ω0 [Fz cos (ksoy)− Fx sin (ksoy)] , (4)
2FIG. S1: Atomic density distributions from the effective Hamiltonian dynamics (in the first column) are compared with results
from the actual pulse sequence shown in the 2nd, 3rd, 4th columns, respectively for ωRδt
′
= 0.01, 0.1, and 1. From top to
down, the three rows respectively show atomic densities in internal state |F = 1,MF 〉 for
87Rb with MF = 1, 0, and −1.
The parameters used give the same momentum impulse kso = 1kL ∼ 7.8 µm
−1, (for a typical laser wavelength λL = 804nm).
Other parameters are as discussed in the main text: δt = 2.5 µs, B0 = 10 mGauss or ω0 = (2pi)7.024 kHz. The regions
displayed correspond to −15ah < x, y < 15ah, with ah =
√
~/mω, the length scale for an isotropic harmonic oscillator
ωx = ωy = ω = (2pi)30 Hz.
the commutator between A and B is found to be
[A,B] = iω2R {(kx/kso − Fx) , {(ky/kso − Fy) , Fz}}+
iωRω0 [{(kx/kso − Fx) , Fy} cos (ky) + {ky/kso, Fz sin (ksoy)+Fx cos (ksoy)}] +
iωRω0 [{(ky/kso − Fy) , Fx} cos (kx)− {kx/kso, Fz sin (ksox)− Fy cos (ksox)}] +
iω20 [Fx sin (ksox) cos (ksoy)− Fy cos (ksox) sin (ksoy) + Fz sin (ksox) sin (ksoy)] , (5)
where ωR = ~k
2
so/2m, and {Fi, Fj} = FiFj + FjFi denotes anticommutator. For spin-1/2 particles, Fj = σj , which
gives {Fi, Fj} = 0 if i 6= j. Equation (5) in the above reduces to
[A,B] = iω2R
2kxky
k2so
σz +
i
ωRω0
2kso
[{ky, cos (ksox) + cos (ksoy)} σx] +
i
ωRω0
2kso
[{kx, cos (ksox) + cos (ksoy)} σy + ({ky, sin (ksoy)} − {kx, sin (ksox)}) σz] +
i
ω20
2
[σx sin (ksox) cos (ksoy)− σy cos (ksox) sin (ksoy) + σz sin (ksox) sin (ksoy)] . (6)
The leading order correction to the time evolution operator for the 2D ML is therefore δU
(1)
2D (T, 0) ≈
max
(
ω20 , ω
2
R
)
O
(
δt2
)
. The condition for combining the otherwise non-commuting x- and y-dependent exponents
to forming the 2D ML in the same exponent is then simply given by
max
(
ω20 , ω
2
R
)
δt2 ≪ 1, (7)
which is supported by Fig. 4 in the main text.
3II. DETECTION OF MAGNETIC LATTICE
A ML induces atomic diffraction, which in turn can be used for its detection. We illustrate below for the 1D case.
In the parameter regime discussed here, ω0 ≫ ωR, the Hamiltonian H
(x)
eff [Eq. (2) of the main text] then reduces to
Hx = ~ω0 [Fz cos(ksox) + Fy sin(ksox)] , (8)
after neglecting the SOC term. It is invariant under continuous spatial translation along x-direction. After a pi/2 spin
rotation transformation about the y-axis, it becomes
H ′x = e
−ipi
2
FyHxe
i pi
2
Fy
=
1
2
~ω0
(
F+e
−iksox + F−e
iksox
)
, (9)
where F± = Fx ± iFy are the spin raising and lowering operators. Thus the ML Hx represents a particular type of
SOC, as an atom lowers (raises) its internal spin state, it gains (or loses) momentum ~kso. If the ML is suddenly
turned on, atoms will start to oscillate among different spin-momentum eigenstates |MF , kx = nkso + k
(0)
x 〉 with
frequency ω0, similar to the Raman coupled SOC scheme. k
(0)
x denotes the initial atomic kinetic momentum. The
spin-momentum population oscillation can be detected by time of fight Stern-Gerlach imaging, which gives a clear
signature of the synthesized 1D ML, as illustrated in Fig. S2.
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FIG. S2: (a) The ML couples different spin-momentum states |MF , kx = nkso〉. Atoms gain (or lose) momentum ~kso when
their internal spin states are lowered (raised). (b) Oscillating populations. The red dot-dashed, blue dashed, and black solid
lines respectively correspond to states |MF = −1, n = 2〉, |MF = 0, n = 1〉, and |MF = 1, n = 0〉.
